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The Obstacle Problem for the Biharmonic Operator (*).

LUIS A. CAFFARELLI (**) - AVNER FRIEDMAN (***)

Summary. - In this work we consider the obstacle problem f or a plate. Thus,
we study the variation,act inequality

in a domain, subject to boundary conditions ; 99 is the given obstacle. We prove re-
gularity theorems for the solution u and obtain some results for the free boundary.

1 - Introduction.

Let Q be a bounded domain in ..Rn with C’2+a boundary aS2, where
0  oc  1. Let ga(x) be a function in C2(17) such that

We introduce the closed convex set in .Ho(SZ) :

Consider the following variational inequality for A2 find a minimum u
of the functional

By standard results [7] [9], this problem has a unique solution u.

(*) This work is partially supported by National Science Foundation Grants
74 06375 A01 and MC575-21416 A01.

(**) University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
(***) Northwestern University Evanston, Illinois.
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Frehse [3] has proved that

He also proved, in [4], that

and, moreover,

Thus u is continuously differentiable in {J and its first derivatives are locally
Lipschitz continuous.
In this paper we establish several results regarding the regularity of u.

To describe them, let us introduce the sets

The set C is called the coincidence set and the set N is called the noncoinei-

dence set. The set

is called the free boundary.
In Section 2 we prove that

where 4u is the upper semicontinuous version of the subharmonic distribu-
tion 4u.

In Section 3 we give a new proof of (1.3). This proof uses (1.5) and the
maximum principle for upper semicontinuous subharmonic functions [2] [6].

The distribution derivative 42u is a nonnegative measure p. Thus it

has a finite mass on every compact subset of D. Assuming that 99  0 on 8Q
we prove, in Section 4, that the total mass p(Q) is finite.

In Section 5 we establish the smoothness of u up to the boundary in

case n c 4, provided 99  0 on a,S2.
In Section 6 it is proved that, for n = 2, u is in C2(Q); this is probably

the most important result of this paper. In Section 7 it is shown, by a counter-

example, that an a priori estimate on the modulus of continuity of D2U,
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in a compact subset K of Q, cannot hold. Therefore also an a priori esti-
mate on the W2*’(K) norm of u is not possible if p &#x3E; n.

In Sections 8, 9 we study the free boundary. In Section 8 we assume that
L12’P&#x3E; 0 in Q and prove that the open set N is connected. In Section 9 we
study the behaviour of the free boundary in a neighborhood of a point
x° E F, in case n = 2. We show, for example, that if L1u(XO) &#x3E; dcp(x°) then
the free boundary in a neighborhood of x° is contained in a continuously
differentiable curve.

The results of the preceding sections extend to the case where the space
H2(S2) in (1.1) is replaced by H 2(S?) n Hol(S2). That means that u satisfies

(in a generalized sense) the boundary conditions u = 0, 4u = 0. We obtain
in this case (Section 10) some additional global inequalities on u and du.

Variational inequalities for d 2 with the convex set .g defined by

were studied by Br6zis and Stampacchia [1], and, in case n = 1, by Cimat-
ti [12] and by Stampacchia [11].

2. - Proof of (1.5).

From the definition of u it follows that

for any s &#x3E; 0, c e H§(Q) , C &#x3E; 0. Hence

This implies that

where 4 2 u is taken in the distribution sense. Hence [10] p is a measure in Q.
It follows that for any compact subset .K c Q, p(K)  oo. (In Section 4
we shall prove that lt(S2)  oo if 99  0 on aS2.)

LEMMA 2.1. There, exists ac function w satisfying :

(a) w = du a.e. in Q;

(b) w is upper semicontinuous in S2;
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(e) f or any XO E Q and f or any sequences of balls B(}(0153O) with center xO

and radius e,

where [Bo(z°) = volume of Be (xo) .

Thus, w is upper semicontinuous and satisfies the mean value property.
(That is, the mean value taken over B(x°) is &#x3E;w(xO).).

Any other version of 4u which is upper semicontinuous and satisfies

the mean value property must coincide with w everywhere [6].
PROOF. Let

We claim: for any x° E Q,

(2.3) w,(xO) is decreasing in e.

Indeed, if u E C°’ then we can write

where Be = B,.(xO), Sg = 8Bo , IBel = area of So , and where

is Green’s function (if n = 2, Go = y log (e/r)). Similarly, if e’ &#x3E; e,

Since Ge &#x3E; Ge, and j2U&#x3E; 0 we get

and, by integration,
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For general uEH2(Q) with A2U &#x3E; 0, we introduce the 000 functions

where J&#x26; is the mollifier defined by

where j (x) = j, ( Ix 1) and jo(t) is a C°’ function, jo(t) = 0 if It &#x3E; 1, jo(t) &#x3E; 0,
fj,, (t) dt = 1. Then d w,,, &#x3E; 0 and, therefore, (2.4) holds with du replaced by w,,,.
Taking m -* oo, the inequality (2.4) follows, i.e., (2.3) is proved. We con-
clude that

Since each wo is continuous, y

(2.6) w(x) is upper semicontinuous .

Since 4u E ,(.Q), w is locally integrable. Hence, for a.e. xo E Q,

It follows that

From (2.5)-(2.7) follow all the assertions of Lemma 2.1.

REMARK. For any ball B, if z is harmonic in B and z = w on aB then
w c z everywhere in B. Indeed, Green’s third formula is valid for we ; letting
e - 0 and recalling that WetW everywhere and that L1we&#x3E; 0, the assertion
follows.

THEOREM 2.2. For any point x° E 9 which belongs to the support Iz,

PROOF. Extend the definition of u into B-BS2 so that it remains in HI...
Let ue be the mollifier of u (defined throughout 0) and let x° E Q. Suppose
there exists a neighborhood W of x° and a 6 &#x3E; 0 such that
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Then ue + c belongs to the convex set .g for any C c Co-(W), ICI  6. By
the variational principle applied to v = ue + Q we get

Since

we obtain

so that j2U = 0 in TV. We thus conclude that the support of p is contained
in the set of points where (2.9) is not satisfied. Thus, it remains to prove (2.8)
at a point x° for which the following is true:

There exists a sequence of points {0153m}, Xm --&#x3E;xo, and a sequence of po-
sitive numbers fe.1, e,,, -&#x3E; 0, such that

By Green’s formula

where Be,m = {y; ly - zm  el, Se.m = ôBe.m, ISe.ml = area of So m and

is the fundamental solution. Similarly, y

Since u &#x3E; 99, also u, &#x3E; gg,. Hence

Using this inequality and (2.10), we obtain by comparing (2.11) with- (2.12),
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that

We can write

where Åe.m -?- 0 if ê -+ 0 (independently of m). A similar relation holds for
the second integral in (2.13). Hence,

By the mean value theorem there are then points x..e such that

and

Taking a subsequence of {xmoQ} which converges to some point xe and using
the upper semi continuity of w, we obtain w(xe)-’Ltp(xe»O. As e -+0,
xe ---&#x3E; xO and, by the upper semicontinuity of w, w(z°) - LtqJ(XO) &#x3E; 0.

3. - d u is locally bounded.

THEOREM 3.1. 4u is in Llo (,S2).

PROOF. Take a point x° E SZ and denote by Bg the ball with center x°
and radius e. Fix .R so that BR c SZ and let’ E Oc;(BB)’ ,= 1 in BIB13,
C &#x3E; 0 elsewhere. Let ue = J,, u be the mollifier of u. For any x E B2B/S’
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where V = Y(x - y) = y/x- y/2-n (y &#x3E; 0) is the fundamental solution for 4.
Hence

Since due

where C is a generic constant independent of 8. Let GR = BR"""B2R/3. Notice

that the support of VC is contained in GR : Hence, by integration by parts,

Using this and (3.2), we obtain from (3.1)

where loce(X) c C if x e BR/2.
Since # = j2U&#x3E;o , also j2U,&#x3E; 0. By integration by parts (cf. (2.14)),

where TTE(z) is the mollifier of TT(z) and #,(x) --j- 0 uniformly in x E BR/2,
if 8 -¿. 0.

Consider now the integral

It exists in the sense of improper integrals, i.e., as

for almost all x. In fact, since ,u is a measure and J TT(x - y) dx is a bounded
function, y the limit in (3.6) exists in the (s2) sense.
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Observe that Ve(z) = V(z) if Izl &#x3E; s (since V is harmonic and the mollifier
is obtained by taking averages on spheres) and Ve(z) V(z) if lz ( C E.
Therefore

Next, as s -&#x3E; 0,

where (e, 0) = (e, 0:,, ..., en_1) are the spherical coordinates abo-at x and Åe(e)
is a smooth nonnegative function. Since

where mn is the area of the unit sphere, the mean value theorem gives

Combining this with (3.4), (3.7) we deduce from (3.3), upon taking s -* 0, that

6(z) is bounded in BR/2 -

We shall need the following maximum principle for superharmonic func-
tions [2] [6]: Let Z be a superharmonic function in .R" for which the measure
v = - d Z is supported on a bounded set S. If Z  X on 8 then Z  X in
all of .Rn.

We apply this result to Z = f; the measure v coincides with the restric-
tion of It to BR12 . Hence on the support S we have, by Theorem 2.2,

Since the integral on the right hand side of (3.8) is &#x3E; 0, we conclude that
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on the support of the measure of -d f. The maximum principle cited above
yields

Since also f(x) &#x3E; 0, P’ is a bounded function in .Rn.
Observing now that the integral on the right hand side of (3.8) is a bounded

function in BR/3, we conclude that w is a bounded function in BR/3. This

completes the proof.

4. - u(f2)  00.

THEOREM 4.1. If 99  0 on 8Q then /4(iii)  oo.

That means that there is a constant C such that for any compact sub-
set K of Q,

PROOF. For any s &#x3E; 0, we introduce the functions

Consider the problem:

By a standard argument one shows that this problem has a unique solu-
tion uE . By the variational principle, y

Hence

The standard elliptic theory shows that ue is a classical solution of (4.4).
Choosing v E H’(D) such that v&#x3E;qJ, we see that the minimum in (4.3) is

bounded by a constant C, where C denotes a generic constant independent of 8.
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Hence

and

By (4.1 ), (4.2), fle 0. Hence ¿J2ue = - [Je(U - qJ) &#x3E; 0, i.e. , pe e 42us
is a measure. We claim that

(4.7) (pe(K)) is bounded, for any compact subset K of Q.

Indeed, if ( e C§°(Q), C = I on K, (&#x3E; 0 elsewhere, then

by (4.5).
We can now choose a sequence {e’} such that

The last convergence means that for any function f in COI(92),

From (4.6), (4.1) we have

Using (4.9) and Chebychev’s inequality we deduce that (u- cp)- = 0 a.e.,
that is, Tt &#x3E; 99. Thus u E K where .g is the set defined in (1.1). If we can

show that u minimizes

then it would follow that coincides with u.

11 - Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sci.
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To prove this, take any v E K. Then

Using (4.8) we get

We have thus completed the proof that u = u. Taking f E Co (,S2) in (4.11 )
we get

so that p = p.
Multiplying the inequality j2U,&#x3E; 0 by ue - p and integrating over Q,

we get

Denote by Q6 the intersection of Q with a 6-neighborhood of 8Q. Since

99  0 on oQ, there exists a positive number c such that

if 6 is sufficiently small. It follows that

Using this in (4.12) and noting that

we get

Recalling (4.7), we conclude that
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i.e. , ,uE(,S2)  C. Since pe, - ,u weakly, we also have lz(,Q)  C, and the proof
is complete.

5. - Smoothness near the boundary.

Since u E H2(Q}, Sobolev’s inequality implies that u is continuous in Q
if n3. If further  o on 8Q then u&#x3E; cp in some D neighborhood Q6 of aS2,
so that

The standard theory of elliptic operators then implies that u is « as smooth »
in Q6 as ô,Q; thus, if aSZ e Om+a. (m integer &#x3E;4,0  a  1 ) then u e Cm+a(S2a).

We shall obtain, in this section, the same result also for n = 4:

THEOREM 5.1. I f p  0 on 811i and n c 4 then u &#x3E; cp in 80me Q-neigh-
borhood of aS2.

PROOF. For any x E Q, denote by Br(x) the ball with center x and radius r.
We shall first prove that if u e H§(Q) and n c 4 then

Let x° E aQ, ?7 a small positive number, y and denote by Vn the q-neigh-
borhood of xo. Then V,, r1 8Q can be represented parametrically, say in
the form

with zn &#x3E; !(XI, ..., x,,-,,) in V.4 n Q. Set

where

Denote by y° the image of x°. If u(y) is smooth up to the boundary yn = 0
then 4t’ = 111ln - 0 on yn = 0 and, therefore,
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It follows that for any 6 positive and sufficiently small,

By approximation, this inequality is valid for our present function it, since
u e H§(Q). We therefore get

Since the integral on the right hand side converges to zero if q - 0 and

since n  4, we obtain

This relation establishes (5.1).
We now introduce Green’s function (with pole in x)

for d in Br(x), and the function

where yi is chosen so that the normal derivative of the function

vanishes on aBr(x) ; here e = distance from x. Then

Since 8 Vr f8e  0 if e  r, we have Vr &#x3E; 0 if e  r. We can therefore write,
for a suitable function A(e) &#x3E; 0,
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Hence,

where

It follows that for r = dist (x, 3Q),

where (5.1) was used.
On the other hand, if x = x is a point of the coincidence set C, then

Since w is subharmonic we can establish, by introducing spherical coordinates

(as in (5.3)) and using (2.3), that 
’

where

is the average of w over Br(x). It follows that

Using (5.1) and the assumption that 99  0 on aS2, we get

provided r = dist (x, 8Q) is sufficiently small.
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Let 27 be the subset of Br(x) where w &#x3E; e,,Iy,, and let JEJ = meas E. Then.

where (5.5) was used. Choosing cl = e/2 and using (5.6) we find that

where c, is a positive constant independent of r. Thus

Consider the subset 2 of 27 consisting of all points x such that

Since I.El &#x3E; c, IB,.(.7v) I, if c3 is sufficiently small then meas (±) &#x3E; 04IBr(x) I
where both c,, and 04 are independent of x.

Applying (5.4) with z = £ e 2 r = r and using (5.7), (5.8), we find that

where c, is a positive constant independent of x, x. In view of (5.1), the
right hand side is  - c5/2 if x is sufficiently close to aD. But then,

if x is sufficiently close to 9Qy which contradicts (5.1). This shows that the

coincidence set cannot have points arbitrarily close to aQ, and the proof
is thereby completed.

6. - Further regularity of the solution.

THEOREM 6.1. u E W2 0
This result is due to Frehse [4]. We briefly describe his proof, y since a

part of it will be needed in the sequel.
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Let BR = BR(x°) be a ball with center x° and radius contained in Q,
and let  E Co (BR),  =1 in B2B/3’ ’&#x3E;0 elsewhere. If x c- B2RI3 then the
mollifier use of u can be represented in the form

where V is the fundamental solution of 4 2 and where (after writing /?e ex-
plicitly and performing some integrations by parts) #,,(x) is a 000 function
in BB13- The derivatives of (JB(0153) are bounded independently of s.

From the explicit form of V one deduces [4]:

In the case n = 2, V(x) z-- Ixl2(log Ixl-1), so that

Applying a2laXj2 _ A12 to both sides of (6.1) and using (6.2), we get

where C is a generic positive constant independent of ê. Sinc3 L1 u (and
hence 4ue) is locally bounded, we conclude that

Since also

we deduce that

Taking 8 - 0 the assertion of Theorem 6.1 follows.
Consider now the case n = 2. By Green’s formula
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where G = (1/2n) log rle is Green’s function with pole at {J)°, e _ Ia; - e I,
and ue is the mollifier of u. Since [4ue[  C in any compact subset of !J, we
deduce that

Therefore the measure IZ,, = 42us . satisfies:

where .g is any compact subset of Q and rro = ro(g).
Applying the operator

to both sides of (6.1) we get

where ye(z) is continuous in x, uniformly with respect to 8, and .F’(x, y) = DV.
By (6.3),

(6.6) .F’(x, y) is a bounded function, continuous in (x, y) if 0153 =1= ’!J .

By (6.4), the measure Iz,.,(B,,(y)) tends to zero as r -+ 0, uniformly with
respect to y, B.

Using these remarks, it follows from (6.5), by a standard Potential
Theory argument, that

I:lu,.(x) is uniformly continuous in x, x E K

uniformly with respect to e, where K’ is any compact subset of Q. By the
Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there exists a sequence {s’} such that Due, is con-

vergent to a continuous function in compact subsets of Q. Since also

DUel -+ Qu in the distribution sense, there is a version of UaelXl - uaesxs which
is continuous in Q. By change of coordinates
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we find that also UZ1zs has a continuous version in Q. We have thus proved :

LEMMA 6.2. The distribution derivatives nxixi - UZ1zs and uxlx. are continuous

functions in Q.

We shall next prove :

LEMlBlA 6.3. I f n = 2 then w is continuous in S2.

PROOF. Denote by S the support of u.t = 42u in 0. By a continuity
theorem for subharmonic functions [2], if w restricted to 8 is continuous

then w is continuous on Q. Thus it suffices to show:

then w /s is continuous at Po .

Let Pm = (Xm, ym) E S, Pm -+Po be such that, if am = angle between
P. -&#x3E; Po and the y-axis, then

We shall prove that

where uxx - uyv is the continuous function asserted in Lemma 6.2.

Take for simplicity (xo, yo) = (0, 0) and introduce the square

We can write a.e.

Since
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Using the continuity of u_ and (6.8) we find that

The function

is continuous, and the function w - g is bounded, say by M, in a compact
subset K of Q which contains a neighborhood of Poi

Let Bm be the ball with center Po and radius ym and let P E Bm. Denote
by B4’Vm(P) the ball with center P and radius 4Ym. Then

Using this and (6.11), (6.12) it follows that

where A is independent of m and m is sufficiently large. Since w is subharmonic
and g is continuous, the left hand side is

Hence

where A A 1, provided m is sufficiently large. Thus

We can now repeat the process step by step, making use of (6.9). We
obtain

From (6.14) we get
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Since w is subharmonic and g is continuous, the left hand side is

It follows that

For any small h &#x3E; 0, we introduce the rectangle

We have:

Clearly J,, &#x3E; 0. Since

we also have

Hence (6.16) yields

Therefore there exists a point Qh E Th such that

Recalling (6.11), y we deduce that

Taking h -&#x3E; 0 and using the fact that w is upper semicontinuous, it follows that
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Thus

The proof of (6.17) is valid also for Po ; thus w(Po) &#x3E; g(Po). Recalling (6.15)
we then have

From (6.17) it follows that

Since w is also upper semicontinuous, the assertion (6.10) follows.
We can now easily complete the proof of (6.7). Indeed, if (6.7) is not

true then there exist two sequences {P,,,} and {Pm} in 8 such that

By extracting a subsequence we may assume that Pm satisfies (6.8), (6.9)
with respect to a ray which we take to be the y-axis. Hence, by (6.10),

Similarly, y A = w(Po) = A; a contradiction.
From Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 it follows that also UX1Xl’ ’UxaXa are continuous. We

have thus established.

THEOREM 6.4. If n = 2 then u E 02(Q).

7. - Counter-example for higher regularity.

We shall show, by a counter-example, that

(7.1) f or any compact subdomain K c Q, there cannot exist an a priori estimate
on the modulus o f continuity o f D2U in K.

PROOF. Let S2 be the unit ball and (p = s - r 2 (r = Ix!). The set

N = {u &#x3E; 991 is open. We claim that
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Indeed, N is nonempty and if (7.2) is not true then there is a shell a  r  fl
such that

Since

it follows that u - q = 0 if a  r  fl, which is absurd.
Notice that 6 &#x3E; 0. Indeed, if 6 = 0 then J2U = 0 if r &#x3E; 0 and there-

fore (see the beginning of Section 9) 42u = 0 also at r = 0. Therefore

u _--_ 0 in S2. But this is impossible since u &#x3E; 99 &#x3E; 0 if r2  S.

We claim that

Indeed, since Aw &#x3E; 01 if w(l)  0 then, by the maximum principle, w c 0
in Q. But this is impossible since

The solution u is in 02(,Q). Indeed, the variational inequality for u is actually
one-dimensional, and since (by Frehse [3]) u E H’((D), it follows that

u E CI(Q). Recalling that u = cp if r  6, we therefore deduce that

We can now write the harmonic function w in 6  r  1 in the form:

As E 2013&#x3E;- 0, 99 -&#x3E; 0 and, from the variational definition of u = ue we find that

It follows that ue -+ 0 and, thereforel 6 = 6e - 0.
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Since w(l) &#x3E; 0, the functions in (7.4), with 6 -¿. 0, do not have a uniform
modulus of continuity in any compact neighborhood of the origin. This

establishes the assertion (7.1).
Frehse [3] has proved that the solution u is in .0 Q). The assertion ( 7.1 ),

in conjunction with the Sobolev inequality, shows that

(7.5) it is not possible to have an a priori W3,V(K) estimate on u y &#x3E; n

where ..g is any compact subdomain of S2.

8. - The non-coincidence set is connected.

We shall now assume that 99 E C4(SZ) and study the behavior of the non-
coincidence set N.

If j 2 99  0 then the coincident set C has no interior points; indeed,
if such interior points exist then

at such points, which is impossible (since ¿j2U&#x3E;0 in Q).

THEOREM 8.1. Let Qo be a subdomain of Q such that ¿j291&#x3E; 0 in Qo, and
let K be any component of N n Qo. Then a.g must intersect oQo.

COROLLARY 8.2. I f A299&#x3E;0 in S2, 990 on oQ and n4, then N is a
connected open set.

Indeed, by Theorem 5.1, N contains an Q neighborhood of 8Q and, by
Theorem 8.1, the boundary of any component of N intersects aS2; hence
the result.

PROOF OF THEOREM 8.1. Suppose the assertion is not true. Then any

point of 8K lies in the support of p. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2,

We also have

Using (8.1), (8.2) we shall prove that
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It would then follow that 4(u - p) &#x3E; 0 in K. Since u - p = 0 on aK, the
maximum principle gives u - q?  0 in K, which is impossible. Thus it

remains to prove (8.3). (Notice that if we knew that w is continuous in
K then (8.3) would simply follow from the maximum principle.)

Let S2,., [)2, Qa be open sets such that

and let CE C’O’o (93), C &#x3E; 1 in Q2, C &#x3E; 0 elsewhere. For any X C- D2,

where G is the fundamental solution of d and we is the mollifier of w. In-

- 
tegrating by parts,

and taking 8 -70, we obtain the relation

where #(x) is continuous in D.,.

Note that øetø a.e. in S2,,. Hence, by Egoroff’s theorem, for any 6&#x3E;0
there is a closed subset .F’a of S21 such that

meas (S2,BF,§)  6 ; I,

øetø uniformly on F,,.

Denote by po the restriction of /t to .F’a, and define

Let
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Then

uniformly on F6. Therefore

Hence 1J’ð is continuous on FI, which contains the support of p6 . By a con-
tinuity theorem for superharmonic functions [2; p. 16, Theorem 2] it follows
that W,§ is continuous on Qi. Since also Wl &#x3E; 0, we have

Hence vi &#x3E;,Jgg on 8K. But since also

and since va is continuous in K, we can apply the maximum principle to
va - 4q and conclude that v6&#x3E; 4q in g.

Noting that

if x E .g (since It = 0 on K), we conclude that

This completes the proof.

REMARK. Consider the obstacles

in the ball with center 0 and radius e &#x3E; (2n)l. If 8 = 0 then 4 2p &#x3E; 0 and,
since po(e)  0, Corollary 8.2 shows that the non-coincidence set is con-

nected. It follows that the coincidence set Co consists of a ball r  ao ; since

po(0) = 1 &#x3E; 0, we must have ao &#x3E; 0. Thus
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On the other hand, if 8  0 then Lt2q;e-Oe (cE &#x3E; 0) so that d ( d u - LtqJe) =
== L12u- Lt2q;e&#x3E;Oe. It follows that

where BR is a ball with center 0 and radius R. If the free boundary con-
tains two spheres aBBL9 aB,,, then

which contradicts (8.6). It follows that

{8.7) Ce consists of just one sphere aBRB

where Oe is the coincidence set. This example illustrates the unstable behavior
of the non-coincidence set as a function of the obstacle.

9. - The behavior of the free boundary.

In this section we shall study the free boundary F. Suppose I’o is a

subset of P and No is an open subset of the non-coindicence set N such that

(9.1) No U Fo is a domain, y

{9.2) .Fo has zero . capacity .

The last condition holds if Fo is contained in a smooth (n - 2)-dimensional
manifold.

Since 4u is harmonic in No and is bounded in No V I’o , it has a remov-

able singularity at all the points of Fo (see [5]). Thus .Fo is an «incidental)}
coincidence set; if we modify the obstacle by lowering the values of g on Po,
the solution u does not change.

In what follows we shall assume that n = 2. Recall that in this case u
is in C2(S2); in particular, 4a+ is continuous.

THEOREM 9.1. Let Po = (xo, yo) belong to F. If Llu(Pn) &#x3E; 4g(Po) then
dthere exists a neighborhood W of Po such that F r1 W is contained in a
01 curve.

12 - Ann. Scuola lVorm. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sci.
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PROOF. We choose W so that d 2c &#x3E; 4g in W. For any P E F r1 W, the
free boundary points Q can approach P in at most one direction lp. Indeed.

if there are two directions lp and Z p then

Since however u - g &#x3E; 0 and u - g --. 0, V(u - q) - 0 at P, it follows that
a2 (U - p)/ôl2 = 0 at P for any direction 1. In particular d (u - p)(P) = 0
which contradicts the choice of W.

Suppose P is not an isolated point of F n W. Introducing Cartesian
coordinates ($, q) in which Zp is in the q-axis and P = (0, 0), we then have

Consequently,

It follows that the intersection of the coincidence set C with a small neigh-
borhood of P lies inside a set consisting of two cusp-like regions about the
lp axis.

If P is an isolated point of F, we denote by lp a direction 1 along which
ô2(u - p)(P)/ôl2 is minimum. Since

if m is orthogonal direction to Zp, we again conclude (by expanding u - g
about P by Taylor’s formula) that the intersection of the set C with a small
neighborhood of P is contained in a set consisting of two cusp-like regions
about the axis lp.

To be more precise we introduce the set

where a &#x3E; 0, h &#x3E; 0, q(t) -* 0 if t - 0, ?7(t) &#x3E; 0 if t &#x3E; 0. Let Dx.h.n(P) be the
set obtained from Dx.h,,7 by performing a translation (0, 0) -+ P and a rota-
tion of the y-axis into lp. Then, there exist constants ce, h and a function

q(t) such that

(9.3) for any P E I’ n W the set C r1 fh-iieighborhood of P}
is contained in Dx.h.,I(P) -
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This follows from the previous remarks and the fact that D2U is uniformly
continuous in compact subsets of Q. From the latter fact and the definition
of 1, it also follows that

(9.4) for any P, Q in .F’ r1 W, if 0 = angle between lp, tQ , then

0  or(IP - Q 1), where a(t) -* 0 if t 0 .

Take for simplicity Po = (0, 0) and Zpo = y-axis. For any P with
sufficiently small, consider the line y = fl. It intersects F r1 W in at most

one point (if W is chosen sufficiently small). Indeed, suppose that it in-
tersects F n W in two points Pl = (x,., fl), P2 = (x2, P). Then, by (9.3),
(9.4), y lpo forms a small angle with lpl’ y which is the y-axis, and also a small
angle with PlP2, which is the x-axis ; this is of course impossible.

We have thus proved that the points of F r1 W coincide with a graph
x = 1po(y) where y varies in a closed subset of an interval (- y, y). We can
complete it linearly into a graph x = y(y) and, in view of (9.3), (9.4), y(y)
is a Lipschitz continuous function. Thus

(9.5) F r1 W lies on a Lipschitz curve x = 1p(y) .

In order to reconstruct a C’ curve x = §l(y) which extends x = 1po(y),
we take any partition of (- y, y) into m intervals and in each interval choose
a point of F r1 "W, if such a point exists. We connect two adjacent points
Pl, .P2 by a C’ parabolic curve x = A(y) such that the tangents at Pi , P2
coincide with IP,7 lP2 respectively. Denote this curve by x = ipm(y) and the
modulus of continuity of the derivative VI m (y) by am(t). Using (9.3), (9.4)
it follows that Gm(t) is bounded by a modulus of continuity G(t) indepen-
dent of m, but depending on the a in (9.4).
By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there exists a subsequence of 1pm which is

convergent to a C’ function §l. Since Q(y) = V(y) on a set of y’s for which
the points (y, ip(y)) form a dense subset of F r1 W, we conclude that P(y)
is an extension of ip,,(y). This completes the proof.

In Theorem 9.1 we have assumed that d u &#x3E; 4g at Po : i We shall now con-
sider the case where 4u = Agg in .I’ r) -W, where W is a neighborhood of Po.
First we establish two lemmas.

LEMMA 9.2. Let Po E F and let No be a component of N such that

Po E aNo . Then there exists a sequences of points Qm in No such that

PROOF. Otherwise there is a ball BE with center Po and radius e &#x3E; 0

12* - Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa Ci. Sci.
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such that

Since u - g = 0 on aNo and u - q; &#x3E; 0 elsewhere in Be n No, the maximum
principle gives

at any point Q E Be f1 8No which has the inside disc property (that is, there
is an open disc D such that D c No, D r1 aN, {Ql). Since such points Q
Clearly exist, the inequality (9.7) must hold at some points of Be f1 aN,;
but this is impossible since V (u - g) = 0 on the free boundary.

LEMMA 9.3. Let Po E F and denote by Be the disc with center Po and radius e.
If LJ2cp(PO)  0 and d (n - cp) = 0 in F f1 B, for some .R &#x3E; 0, then, for all
sufficiently small e,

sup LJ(u-cp»C{!2
oBe n No

v-here No is any component of N with Po E 8No and c is a positive constant.

PROOF. Let Qm E Be f1 No be such that (9.6) is satisfied and let rm = the
distance function from Qm . Consider the function

It satisfies

if e : eo and e,,, c are sufficiently small. Also

From (9.8) it follows that v takes its maximum on the boundary.
From (9.9) it follows that the maximum is positive and is attained on

8Bg n No. Since r.,, &#x3E; e - IQ,,, - Po on 8Bg n No, we get, after taking n --* oo, y

THEOREM 9.4. Let PoEF, L12p(PO)  0 , and assume that 4(u - ’P) = 0 in
F r1 W, where W is a neighborhood of Po. Let No be a component o f N and
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let r1, r2 be two curves lying in aNo, initiating at Po, and f orming an angle oc
(with respect to No) at Po. Then a&#x3E;n/2.

PROOF. Let B6 denote the region in No bounded by r1, r2 and a circle So
with center Po, radius 6; 6 is sufficiently small. If a  n/2, then choose #
such that a  P  n/2 and assume for simplicity that Po = (0, 0) and that
the bisector of r1, r2 at Po is the positive x-axis. Consider the function

where (e, 0) are the polar coordinates. Clearly

if 6 is sufficiently small. Choosing C = C(b) sufficiently large we also have

Since dv = j 2(U - g) = - j 2 99 &#x3E; 0 in R,§, the maximum principle gives
v c 0 in R6. Thus

Taking 0 = 0 we get A (u - cp)  Celfl, which contradicts Lemma 9.3 since
(if@) &#x3E; 2. Thus a must be &#x3E;n/2.

10. - The obstacle problem when Ju = 0 on 8Q.

Consider the variational inequality of minimizing

where g is given by

We denote the unique solution by u. From the variational principle we
deduce that, in a generalized sense,
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All the local results of Sections 2-9 renain valid for the present problem.
We shall now establish some additional results for this case. We shall as-

sume that 8Q is in C4.

THEOREM 10.1. If w is the upper semicontinuous version of L1u, then

PROOF. We have

Let B be a ball with center x° and with closure in 92 and let y be the
solution of

Then y &#x3E; 0 in Q and therefore v = u + g belongs to K. It follows that

that is,

Hence w(XO)  0, and the second inequality in (10.3) follows.
To prove the first inequality in (10.3), consider first the obstacle cp - 8

and denote the corresponding solution by Ue. Since 4ue  0 and ue E H2(Q) r1
r1 H’(D), the maximum principle gives ue &#x3E; 0 in D. Since ge  0 in Q6 (= the
intersection of SZ with a 6-neighborhood of 8Q) if 6 is sufficiently small, we
have u, &#x3E; cpe in Q6 . Consequently,

Since 4ue = 0 on 8Q in a generalized sense, it follows (by [8]) that 4ue iF
actually smooth up to 8Q and vanishes on aS2.

Now, L1ue is subharmonic function in Dy and it is continuous and vanishes
on 8Q. By the maximum principle for subharmonic functions,
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For such points y, LJu£(y):&#x3E; LJqJ£(y) (by Theorem 2.2). Hence

Taking 8 ---&#x3E; 0 so that ue - u weakly in H2(,Q), we find that 4u &#x3E; inf 4g a.e.
Appealing to the upper semicontinuity of w, the first inequality in (10.3)
follows.

The inequality (10.4) is a consequence of the maximum principle, since
u E H2(SZ) rl H,’(S2) and 4u 0 (by (10.3)).

From (10.3) we see that du E Z°°(S2). Hence:

COROLLARY 10.2. u E C",O(D) f or any 0  fl  1.

We now make the assumptions:

THEOREM 10.3. I f (10.5), (10.6) hold then w&#x3E;Ap in Q.

PROOF. Consider the function

On the support of /Z = j 2 U, v &#x3E; 0 by Lemma 2.2, and on 8Q, v = 0-,JP&#x3E;O.
Further, on QB(siipp /-l),

Thus, if w is continuous in Q then we can apply the maximum principle to v
and deduce that v &#x3E;0 in QB(suppu), i.e., w&#x3E;.Jgg.

Since we do not know that w is continuous, we have to proceed more
carefully, analogously to the proof of Theorem 8.1. We first represent w
in the form 

- -

where V is the fundamental solution for d and TT- W is Green’s function

for d in Q. We then approximate C by (6 &#x3E; ( such that Cl is continuous in Dy
W6 = - (6 + ?7 is subharmonic and 4c6 is supported on a closed subset F6
of Q (with meas (Q%F6)  6). We apply the maximum principle to the
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continuous function vel - dcp and deduce that v" &#x3E; Ap. Taking 6 -+ 0, the
assertion w&#x3E;= LJqJ follows.
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